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GS 3/111/ 15                                                                                        25th July, 2015 
 

To All Units & Members, 
 

Dear Comrades, 
 

                                     Sub:  Recruitments in Award Staffs 
 

The issue of adequate recruitment in the category of Award Staffs has been figuring in our 
discussions with the Bank for quite some time. In fact we have been discussing the demand with 
the Bank in IRM Meetings and we also placed our view before the top management. However 
the Bank was maintaining that the indent for recruitments in clerical cadre is arrived at on the 
basis of manpower requirement exercise conducted by it and the exercise factors all vital 
components. We contested the Bank’s viewpoints with all the details collected by us and held 
discussions with the top Management. 
 

During the discussions with the Chairman & Managing Director too we highlighted the shortage 
in clerical man power in the Bank, the inadequacies in Bank’s various initiatives & its adverse 
impact on the customer service, Bank’s aggressive officerisation process and its negative impact 
on cost to income ratio, the corrections that are to be necessitated and the urgent need based 
requirement to serve the Bank’s customers effectively. We also furnished details to highlight that 
while short fall is observed as a whole in the Bank, the shortfall in certain states like UP, 
Uttaranchal, Gujarat, Goa, MP & northeastern states  is alarming and virtually hindering the 
Bank’s growth. We also demanded that Bank should initiate certain steps to minimise the 
shortfall between our indent with IBPS and their allocation.  
 

After series of discussions with the management at various levels the Bank has now agreed to 
go for need based requirement and accordingly decided to pursue the ensuing future recruitment 
processes.  We have received a communication from the Bank vide its HRD: MPRD: 246:2015-
16 dated 22nd July 2015 as a response to our placements & the outcome of discussions held with 
them. It is pertinent to note that Bank has assured to factor the shortfall caused due to various 
factors in the fresh man power assessment for 2016-17. With this we are sure that the Bank will 
go for adequate recruitment. The communication of the Bank is reproduced overleaf for 
information of units and members. As regards sub-staff Bank had agreed to work out the need 
based on the Branch area, business, workload and the other relevant factors as per discussions 
with us and after completion of the ongoing recruitment process of FTHK/ Peon. 
 

While we as the majority recognized union in the Bank have been engaging in resolving the issue 
by holding discussions with the Bank, the minority union in the Bank is trying to divert the 
attention of employees from our efforts with token agitation that too held in isolation in few states 
demanding certain issues that are already taken up by AIUBEA & under discussions / pipeline 
with the Bank. Such efforts from these anti AIBEA forces are aimed to take false credit and the 
same can never undermine the capacity and ability of AIUBEA to deliver goods. Employees are 
fully aware of the truth & also the gimmicks of the minority unions. Let us continue our onward 
March. 
  

With Regards,  
 

Yours comradely, 

 
 

(N. Shankar) 
General Secretary 
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